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ABSTRACT Multimedia cybersecurity is a prevalent research topic in the digital world due to the rapid

progress of digital multimedia and Internet applications. Watermarking, encryption, and steganography

schemes are employed to attain multimedia data confidentiality and robustness. However, these schemes are

externally applied on trusted computers, and there has been a lack of similar schemes that can be effectively

and efficiently enabled through an untrusted transmission medium. In this work, a self-embedding-based

High-Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) transmission and integrity verification framework is presented. This

framework is robust and reliable for verifying the integrity of HEVC frames transmitted through insecure

communication channels. Firstly, the transmitted HEVC frames are divided into a number of blocks with a

certain block size. After that, a discrete transform is used for self-embedding of watermarks from each block

into another one depending on a predefined mechanism. The Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), Discrete

Cosine Transform (DCT), and Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) are tested for this task. The watermarked

HEVC frames are transmitted through a wireless communication channel, and hence they become subject

to different attacks and corruptions. At the receiver side, the secret watermarks in each block are sensed

with a correlation-based method to discover dubious counterfeit operations. To verify the reliability of the

suggested transmission framework and its ability to achieve high protection and robust content verification

of the transmitted HEVC frames over insecure communication channels, different HEVC analyses and

comparisons are performed. Simulation results demonstrate the suitability of the suggested transmission

framework for different multimedia cybersecurity applications. Furthermore, the comparative analysis shows

that the DFT is an efficient discrete transform that can be employed with the proposed transmission

framework to guarantee a higher HEVC frame integrity. It allows higher sensitivity to simplemodifications in

the transmitted watermarked HEVC frames. This makes the suggested cybersecurity framework applicable,

secure, and appropriate for multimedia integrity verification purposes.

INDEX TERMS HEVC cybersecurity, watermarking, DCT, DWT, DFT, integrity verification.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the fast progress in multimedia cybersecurity schemes,

unlawful disclosing and alteration of distributed confidential

secret data have become common issues. The data related to

some applications such as cybersecurity and Internet appli-

cations can be categorized as highly-sensitive data. If illegal

disclosing or modification is performed on this data without

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Zahid Akhtar .

authorization, this will result in severe adverse effects [1]. So,

there is a high necessity to enhance the security of data during

the transmission by guaranteeing availability, confidentiality

and data integrity [2]. Confidentiality is the guarantee of data

secrecy to allow authorized and intended receivers only to

understand the sensitive data. Data integrity guarantees that

the information has not been modified by an unlicensed par-

ity or any other transmission effect. Availability means that

information resources are available in an efficient manner,

when required for authorized users. The security violations
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of highly-sensitive data transmission precautions affect the

availability, confidentiality, and integrity. When the avail-

ability is violated, a serious process failure may occur [3].

Confidentiality violation (disclosure of restricted data) can

assist a person or a group planning theft, sabotage, and other

malevolent or illegal acts. Integrity violation (modification of

highly-sensitive data) may disrupt the normal processing of

data, and it tends to have a severe impact on this transmitted

data. So, there is a large motivation to enhance the security of

the transmitted multimedia data through an untrusted com-

munication medium.

With the vast utilization of multimedia content, there is

a need for non-degradable information transmission media.

Unfortunately, the ease with which digital videos can be

modified makes the verification of video integrity important.

Consequently, the threat of copyright violations of multi-

media information has grown because of the immense evo-

lution of the Internet and communication networks. These

networks offer rapid and error-free communication of unap-

proved duplicates and conceivably-manipulated versions of

multimedia content.

Recently, data-hiding techniques have had a great impor-

tance in different security application areas [4]. Steganog-

raphy and watermarking are the main trends of the

fast-developing data hiding techniques. Encryption tech-

niques are considered as other tools of data protection. They

depend on changing the confidential source data such that

it becomes impossible to be correctly interpreted, outside

the closed loop of intended senders and recipients. Video

steganography is the art of hiding secret video frames in

other innocent video frames. Video encryption means the

manipulation of multimedia data with an encryption tech-

nique to make the data unreadable by anyone, except the

legitimate users. Video watermarking means the embedding

of digital watermarks into video frames to achieve integrity

and guarantee the ownership of the digital video content.

Video steganography, watermarking, and encryption may be

implemented in different domains [5]. In the simple steganog-

raphy, a straightforward falsification may be employed on the

video frame pixels without any transformations. In high-level

steganography, certain transforms can be performed before

the steganography process. The DCT, DFT, and DWT are

considered as the most popular candidates for data hiding

applications [6].

As a consequence of the widespread copyright violation

of multimedia, watermarking of video frames has become of

interest in data hiding, video authentication, identification,

verification, and copyright control [7], [8]. There are various

criteria according to which digital watermarking techniques

are mainly classified like robustness, perceptibility degree,

and methodology of data hiding and recovery. The robustness

criterion illustrates the capability of the secret watermark

to withstand the data alteration attacks. Watermarking tech-

niques can be categorized as robust, fragile, or semi-fragile

techniques [9]–[11]. A reliable and robust watermark is uti-

lized for preserving security and copyright due to its capa-

bility to resist different types of processing. On the contrary,

fragile watermarking is adopted for integrity verification. The

embedded watermark sensitivity to any intentional or unin-

tentional modifications may be used as a measure of content

modification.

Digital video watermarking can be utilized to verify video

content and integrity through embedding either an invisi-

ble or a visible watermark. In conventional watermarking

techniques [9], [10], the decoder knows the watermarks uti-

lized for comparison with the extracted watermarks. There-

fore, these techniques require additional processing in water-

mark embedding, verification, and extraction. Moreover,

most of the state-of-the-art watermarking techniques assume

no channel noise and attack-free environments [9]–[14].

In practical scenarios, there are severe third parties and chan-

nel noise.

To prevent forgery and verify the image and video con-

tent integrity, some traditional methods have been intro-

duced [12]–[17]. These methods must have high sensitivity

to catch any little alterations, attacks, and tampering per-

formed on the transmitted streams. In [1], the authors sug-

gested a cost-effective commutative HEVC data hiding and

encryption algorithm for video streaming applications. This

algorithm allows encrypting a steganographic stream without

obstructingwith the concealed signal. It allows also executing

the steganography process on a ciphered stream, whilst still

permitting ideal deciphering.Moreover, it produces anHEVC

bit stream with a format-compliance property. Numerous

experimental evaluations on standard video streams of dif-

ferent contents and resolutions have been presented.

An informed detector model for HEVC frame transmission

was suggested in [3]. For better perceptual quality, this model

inserts the watermark into the P frames. Moreover, for better

robustness and high security, the model selects the most

proper HEVC blocks for watermark embedding purposes

based on an arbitrary secret key and the spatio-temporal traits

of the encoded HEVC stream. Massive security analyses

have been performed to test the model efficiency. The out-

comes proved that the model successfully regulates the bit

rate increase and the perceptual video quality degradation. In

addition, it is secure and robust in the presence of different

image processing and re-encoding attacks.

In [4], a reversible separable HEVC encryption/hiding

framework was introduced. In this framework, the RC4 algo-

rithm is employed to encrypt the signs of the residual coeffi-

cients, and the motion vector differences in amplitudes and

signs of the encoded HEVC frames. In addition, the hid-

den data are embedded into the residual non-zero AC coef-

ficients of the compressed video frames. The simulation

results proved that this framework introduces high security

and robustness, while keeping the HEVC format compliance

property. In [6], the authors suggested an efficient motion

vector (MV) space-based HEVC encoding/hiding scheme.

This scheme defines the mapping between the points in the

MV space and the MV set. Simulation outcomes on various

HEVC streams verified that this scheme introduces a better
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performance than those of the existing MV-based data hiding

schemes.

The authors of [7] presented an HEVC watermarking

scheme in the compressed domain for improving the video

content security. The watermark information is compressed

using the biorthogonal phase transform, and then it is embed-

ded in the HEVC quantized coefficients based on singu-

lar value decomposition. The test outcomes revealed that

the secret watermark information is efficiently extracted by

increasing the value of the quantization parameter. Moreover,

this watermarking scheme achieves a better performance in

the presence of noise attacks. In [8], two different multi-stage

HEVC security frameworks were introduced depending on

watermarking, encryption, and fusion techniques. The first

HEVC security framework is based on a hybrid structure of

singular value decomposition and homomorphic transform

in the DWT domain. The second framework is based on the

utilization of the discrete stationary wavelet transform in the

DCT domain. Both introduced HEVC security frameworks

adopt DWT fusion of multiple watermarks before embedding

in the compressed HEVC frames. In addition, the presented

security frameworks employ chaotic encryption for ciphering

of the fused watermarks before the embedding process. The

experimental findings proved the superior performance of

both introducedmulti-level HEVC security frameworks in the

presence of various channel attacks.

In [11], the authors suggested a robust HEVC intra-drift-

free embedding/extraction algorithm that is based on a multi-

coefficient modification scheme. The embedding algorithm

inserts the watermark data into the HEVC intra-frames in

the compressed domain. The simulation tests on different

standard streams validated the efficiency of this HEVC

watermarking algorithm with superior robustness and imper-

ceptibility compared to the existing HEVC watermarking

algorithms. The authors of [13] introduced a blind HEVC

watermarking scheme in the compressed and phase domains.

This scheme is based on the utilization of complex Hadamard

transform and a conjugate symmetric transform in the DFT

domain. Simulation results demonstrated that the introduced

watermarking scheme offers acceptable subjective and objec-

tive outcomes with good imperceptibility and robustness in

the presence of multimedia attacks.

A video-watermarking-based tampering detection algo-

rithm in the compressed domain was introduced for real-time

multimedia authentication applications [16]. It adopts a DCT

embedding strategy. The experimental outcomes reveal that

this algorithm can detect the occurrence of spatio-temporal,

temporal, and spatial tempering. Moreover, it introduces

higher robustness, minimal increase in the video bit rate, less

video distortion, and an acceptable embedding capacity in

contrast to the existing related algorithms. In [17], the authors

suggested a copyright protection algorithm for HEVC water-

marking based on the discrete sine transform (DST) using

scrambled watermarks that are inserted into the intermedi-

ate frequency-domain coefficients of the compressed HEVC

luminance component. The experimental findings demon-

strated that this algorithm has a terrific embedding/extraction

performance in the presence of video attacks.

In [18], an H.265/HEVC video watermarking algorithm

was presented for embedding secret watermarks in the I and

P compressed frames to improve the copyright protection

of video streaming services. This algorithm minimizes the

overall video degradation with the possibility of embed-

ding multiple watermarks. In [19], the authors introduced

an HEVC hiding scheme for intra-compressed frames in the

DCT and DST domains. The secret watermark is inserted into

the DST or DCT coefficients. The test outcomes confirm that

this video hiding scheme has the advantage of no errors, low

bit rate coding, and higher embedding capacity compared to

the previous related algorithms.

In [20], an enhanced video integrity verification system

based on a watermarking algorithm was presented. This

algorithm differentiates attacks against video data from ordi-

nary changes by isolating header hash and time code values

inserted in the video data itself. The evaluation findings indi-

cate that this integrity verification algorithm is better than the

existing algorithms that employ the digital signature concept.

In [21], an HEVC high-payload watermarking algorithm was

introduced. This algorithm is applicable in different multime-

dia applications including metadata hiding and broadcasting.

The secret watermark is inserted into the quantized coeffi-

cients throughout the video compression procedure. Then,

through the decoding procedure, the embedded watermark is

completely extracted and detected. The simulation outcomes

demonstrate that this watermarking algorithm presents higher

video quality levels and minimal bit rates.

The authors of [22] presented a data-embedding-based

HEVC authentication algorithm. The main advantage of

this algorithm is that it contains two layers of authentica-

tion: video feature extraction, and weight generation. The

experimental outcomes on different classes of video streams

confirm that the whole perceptual HEVC quality is pre-

served after the authentication code insertion, while intro-

ducing a higher capability of tampering detection. In [23],

the authors introduced an efficient video integrity verifica-

tion algorithm for digital forensic services. This algorithm

verifies the video content integrity and achieves protection in

legacy surveillance applications. It works on the MP4 or AVI

video frames remaining in the slack space as an alternative

for the timestamp data that is susceptible to tampering and

manipulations.

A multi-stage HEVC authentication framework in com-

pressed domain was introduced in [24]. This framework is

based on securing the most sensitive HEVC coded units.

It embeds an authentication tag in the temporal HEVC slices

(QP parameter values, non-zero DCT coefficients, and pre-

diction modes). This framework offers three authentication

levels for detecting and localizing the tampered regions in

the compressed HEVC stream. A comprehensive evaluation

study has been performed on different classes of HEVC

streams to validate the multi-layer authentication framework.

The outcomes reveal that this framework presents higher
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perceptual video quality in severe attack conditions. In [25], a

video verification schemewas introduced for encrypted video

content integrity using a homomorphic encryption algorithm

for cloud computing applications. In this scheme, a dynamic

strategy is employed to verify the video data integrity.

In [26], the authors introduced a hybrid approach for

HEVC frame authentication and encryption in the com-

pressed sensing domain. It ensures video format compliance

that allows the authentication mechanism to be performed

regardless of the HEVC stream nature, whether it is a plain-

text or an encrypted stream. In this approach, a two-layer

authentication process is adopted in the verification proce-

dure. Moreover, the syntax elements of the Suffix Bins, Sign

Bins, and Transform Skip Bins of the compressed HEVC

frames are encrypted to completely hide the video content.

The simulation outcomes prove that this approach could effi-

ciently localize and detect the tampered regions compared to

the conventional related authentication algorithms. In [27],

an HEVC frame authentication algorithm based on a trans-

form unit was introduced to identify the video data double

compression process. This algorithm also protects the syntax

elements of the prediction units and coding tree units in

addition to its capability of HEVC double encoding detection.

A support vector machine is employed to classify double and

single encoded streams. The simulation outcomes prove the

high performance level of the algorithm by offering higher-

accuracy results.

In [28], an HEVC hiding/encryption system for cloud

computing applications was proposed. The HEVC-CABAC

strings are partially ciphered before the hiding process

to preserve the format compliance feature. After perform-

ing the HEVC encryption, secret data is inserted into the

ciphered frames with a specialized coefficient modifica-

tion scheme. The main advantage of this system is that

the deciphered video quality is satisfactory, because the

HEVC frame coefficients are vaguely modified. In addition,

the ciphered and marked HEVC bit streams meet the for-

mat compatibility requirements, while saving an identical

bit rate. Furthermore, the merit of this system is that at the

receiving side, the extraction of the secret data could be

performed in the ciphered or deciphered domain. This video

authentication system could be applicable and compatible

with various application scenarios. More evaluations on stan-

dard HEVC streams for testing the security performance of

this hiding/encryption system were performed revealing the

superiority of the introduced system compared to the related

authentication systems.

Although some works were introduced for video authen-

tication and integrity verification in the presence of attacks

and noise, they do not achieve reliable authentication against

most types of attacks. They are also not robust to channel

noise attacks. Therefore, this work introduces a reliable and

secure HEVC integrity verification cybersecurity transmis-

sion framework. It is characterized by video self-embedding-

based watermarking. This framework aims to verify the

HEVC integrity and enhance the confidentiality of distributed

highly-sensitive data. It provides higher protection of digital

transmitted HEVC frames and avoids severe impacts of

security violations. The data integrity is verified through the

proposed transmission framework, while imperceptibility is

maintained. Thus, it is fundamentally aimed to verify and

enforce the two basic security objectives of confidentiality

and integrity for transmitted digital HEVC data whether

for cybersecurity applications or for transmission over an

untrusted communication medium.

Therefore, the main key contributions of this paper can be

summarized as follows:

• Proposal of self-embedding-based video integrity veri-

fication and transmission framework that is robust and

reliable for verifying the integrity of HEVC frames

transmitted through insecure communication channels.

• Investigation of the integrity verification performance

with different discrete transforms for determining the

best one that efficiently allows authentication of HEVC

streams transmitted through insecure communication

channels.

• Determination of the optimum block size of the HEVC

frames that achieves the best integrity verification per-

formance with a high ability of tampering detection.

• Extensive statistical analysis of attack and noise effects

on the tampering detection task of the suggested

integrity verification framework.

• The proposed self-embedding-based HEVC integrity

verification framework has the capability of embedding

different watermarks in different HEVC blocks, where

each block can have a different watermark from another

neighbouring block within the same HEVC frame. This

introduces a great advantage of increasing HEVC frame

security.

• The proposed integrity verification framework achieves

both high imperceptibility and high tampering detection

sensitivity even in the case of simple and tiny manipula-

tions and modifications in the transmitted watermarked

HEVC frames.

The rest of this work is coordinated as follows. Section 2

demonstrates the basics of different transforms that can be

used for data embedding. The suggested HEVC integrity

verification and transmission framework is explained in detail

in section 3. The extensive simulation and comparison out-

comes are analyzed in section 4. Finally, section 5 gives the

conclusions and the future work.

II. DISCRETE TRANSFORS FOR DATA EMBEDDING

Transform-domain data embedding techniques have proved

better embedding performance than that of spatial-domain

data embedding. The most popular transform-domain tech-

niques utilized for data embedding are the DCT, DWT, and

DFT. Most transform-domain watermarking techniques hide

the watermarks inside the transform coefficients of the host

video frames. After coefficient conversion, the data is trans-

formed again into the spatial domain [18]–[20].
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FIGURE 1. DCT regions.

A. DISCRETE COSINE TRANSFORM (DCT)

TheDCT represents a dedicated data series as a summation of

cosine functions oscillating at various frequencies. The 2D-

DCT is often used in image and video processing [19]. When

it is used on a video frame, it separates it into high-, medium-,

and low-frequency elements (FH, FM, and FL) as indicated

in Fig. 1. The low-frequency range comprises most energy of

the input frame. On contrary, the high-frequency components

may be affected by noise or compression. So, for the water-

mark embedding process, the middle-frequency coefficients

are utilized. This has a little effect on video frame visibility

and impracticability [29]–[31].

Generally, the DCT of an M × N video frame f (x, y) can

be defined by Eq. (1) as:

FDCT(u, v) = a(v)a(u)

M−1
∑

x=0

N−1
∑

y=0

f (x, y) cos

(

πu (2x + 1)

2M

)

× cos

(

πu (2y+ 1)

2N

)

(1)

where the u has values of 0, 1, 2, . . . .,M−1 and v has values

of 0, 1, 2, . . . . ,N − 1.

B. DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM (DWT)

The DWT separates a video frame into four different sub-

bands. The low-resolution approximation sub-band (LL) con-

tains low-frequency wavelet coefficients constituting the sig-

nificant power of the video frame. The diagonal (HH), ver-

tical (LH), and horizontal (HL) detail components are high-

frequency sub-bands of the video frame in which the edges

and texture details exist. This procedure can be repeated to

compute multi-scale wavelet decomposition. Figure 2 shows

an illustration of the two-level DWT [32].

C. DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM (DFT)

The DFT is considered as one of the main signal processing

tools. For a two-dimensional video frame f (x, y) with a size

ofM×N , the definitions of the DFT and the inverse DFT are

given as in Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively [33]:

FDFT (u, v) =
1

MN

M−1
∑

x=0

N−1
∑

y=0

f (x, y)e−j2π(ux/M+vy/N ) (2)

FIGURE 2. 2D DWT regions.

f (x, y) =

M−1
∑

u=0

N−1
∑

v=0

FDFT (u, v)ej2π (ux/M+vy/N ) (3)

The DFT of a video frame is complex with certain phase

and magnitude components of the video frame. The secret

watermark may be inserted into the phase or the magnitude.

Some watermarking schemes depend on the amplitude of the

DFT due to the shift-invariance property. The phase of the

DFT may also be exploited for its sensitivity to changes.

III. THE PROPOSED HEVC SELF-EMBEDDING SECURITY

FRAMEWORK

In this section, the proposed framework is explained in detail.

It is utilized for achieving confidence, integrity verification,

and tampering detection. The proposed framework consists

of two modules. The first module is exploited for water-

marking and the second module is employed for verifica-

tion. The two modules are discussed and explained below.

Since the main objective of this work is the tampering detec-

tion, a fragile self-embedding process is employed. It is

simple, efficient, and robust as it is based on block-based

self-watermarking in the embedding process instead of uti-

lizing external watermarks. Therefore, the proposed self-

embedding-based HEVC integrity verification framework

has the capability of embedding different and multiple water-

marks in different HEVC blocks. Each block has a different

watermark from another neighboring block within the same

HEVC frame. This introduces a great advantage of detecting

simple and tinymanipulations in the transmittedwatermarked

HEVC frames. Moreover, it keeps the perceptual HEVC

frame quality.

A. THE PROPOSED PROTECTION MODULE

The protection module is described in a stepwise manner with

a TransformDomain (TD) technique, which is the DCT, DFT,

or DWT. The steps of the proposed protection module are

summarized as follows:

1. Dividing the input HEVC frame (f ) into two similar

parts f1 and f2. After that, the f1 and f2 parts are divided

into different non-overlapping 4 × 4, 8 × 8, 16 × 16,

32 × 32, 64 × 64, or 128 × 128 blocks.

2. Implementation of the discrete transform on each block

of f1 and f2.
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3. Insertion of certain rows and columns from each block

of f1 into a corresponding block of f2 and vice versa.

For example, the first row and column of the DCT of

a block are weighted and inserted in the last row and

column of the DCT of the corresponding block. The

first row and column are selected as they have most of

the block energy. They are weighted with a small weight

and inserted in the last row and column of another block

to avoid deterioration of the overall frame quality.

4. Implementation of the inverse discrete transform on

each block.

5. Rearrangement of the HEVC frame.

B. THE PROPOSED VERIFICATION MODULE

The following steps describe the flow of the watermark

extraction and verification module:

1) Receiving the watermarked HEVC frame.

2) The watermarked HEVC frame (z) is divided into two

similar parts z1 and z2. After that, the z1 and z2 parts

are divided into different non-overlapping 4 × 4, 8 × 8,

16 × 16, 32 × 32, 64 × 64, or 128 × 128 blocks.

3) The discrete transform is applied on each block.

4) Inserted rows and columns in f2 are extracted and corre-

lated with the corresponding ones in f1 and vice versa.

The correlation coefficient values are used as indicators

for HEVC frame manipulation. Low correlation values

ensure frame manipulation, while high values ensure

frame integrity.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND COMPARATIVE

ANALYSIS

Several experiments on standard (Ballroom, Dancer, Exit,

and Kendo) HEVC sequences have been carried out. Sample

frames are shown in Fig. 3. The proposed framework has been

evaluated with DCT, DWT, and DFT embedding techniques

and different non-overlapping blocks of size 4 × 4, 8 × 8,

16 × 16, 32 × 32, 64 × 64, and 128 × 128.

FIGURE 3. Different samples of input original HEVC frames.

We use statistical analysis to evaluate the detection sen-

sitivity of the proposed framework. Statistical analysis is

necessary to demonstrate the high level of sensitivity of

the proposed framework to any small manipulation attacks.

The evaluation metrics utilized for evaluating the proposed

framework are the correlation coefficient (Cr ) between the

original watermarks and the extracted watermarks, the Peak

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), the Mean Square Error (MSE)

of the HEVC frames after watermark embedding, and the

degree of similarity between the HEVC frame histograms

before and after watermark embedding. The correlation is

measured for all blocks of HEVC frames and plotted as shown

in Tables 4, 6, 8, and 10.

The correlation coefficient is estimated with Eq. 4 as

follows.

Cr =
N 2.cov(X ,Y )

N
∑

i=1

(Xi − EX )2.
N
∑

i=1

(Yi − EY )2

(4)

where cov(X ,Y ) = E((X − EX )(Y − EY )). X and Y are the

vectors of the embedded and extracted watermarks, respec-

tively. BothEX andEY are themeans ofX and Y , respectively.

The MSE is estimated between original and watermarked

HEVC frames as follows:

MSE =
1

MN

M
∑

i=1

N
∑

j=1

(f (i, j) − f ′(i, j))2 (5)

where f (i, j) is the intensity of the original HEVC frame

and f ′(i, j) is the intensity of the watermarked HEVC frame.

The PSNR is a metric that is used for ranking of the quality

of the watermarked HEVC frame taking the original one

as a reference. It can be formulated mathematically as in

equation (6). A higher PSNR value is an indication of high

watermarked HEVC frame quality.

PSNR = 10 log

(

2552

MSE

)

(6)

In the following sections, we present the statistical perfor-

mance analysis of the proposed verification module with and

without attacks. In addition, the effect of Additive White

Gaussian Noise (AWGN) is also considered.

A. EVALUATION OF THE PROTECTION MODULE

The performance evaluation of the suggested protection

module is investigated in this section through estimation of

the MSE, PSNR, and Cr metrics. Firstly, they are estimated

for every used transform to determine which transform is

more suitable and efficient for the proposed framework. The

correlation coefficient, the MSE, and the PSNR values are

estimated for each watermarked HEVC frame with different

block sizes of 128 × 128, 64 × 64, 32 × 32, 16 × 16,

8 × 8, and 4 × 4, and are listed in Tables 1, 2, and 3. Higher

correlation coefficient, higher PSNR, and lower MSE values

are recommended for a better protection process.

From the preliminary outcomes in Tables 1, 2, and 3, it is

remarked that the performance of the proposed framework

using DCT or DWT embedding deteriorates as the block size

is decreased, while the performance of the proposed frame-

work using DFT is enhanced as the block size is decreased.
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TABLE 1. Quality metrics for the watermarked HEVC frames with DCT embedding and different block sizes.

TABLE 2. Quality metrics for the watermarked HEVC frames with DWT embedding and different block sizes.

TABLE 3. Quality metrics for the watermarked HEVC frames with DFT embedding and different block sizes.

More specifically, with DFT embedding, the best results in

terms of lower MSE, higher PSNR, and higher Cr values are

obtained with a block size of 4 × 4. On the other hand, with

DCT and DWT embedding, the best results are observed with

a large block size of 128 × 128.

For building a robust and effective data integrity verifica-

tion and protection framework, it is necessary to embed the

watermarks in as many blocks as possible without affecting

the HEVC frame visibility. Therefore, it is recommended to

use the proposed protection and verification framework with

smaller HEVC block sizes. Thence, the proposed framework

employing DFT embedding is the best compared to those that

depend on the DCT and DWT embedding techniques. This

is attributed to the fact that the DFT embedding technique

achieves the lowest MSE, the highest PSNR, and the highest

Cr values at the optimum block size of 4 × 4.

Therefore, from Tables 1, 2, and 3, it is noticed that the

results of the proposed framework using the DFT embedding

technique are better than those obtained by employing the

DWT and the DCT embedding techniques, especially with a

block size of 4×4. Henceforth, the proposed framework with

DFT embedding is the best recommended choice for HEVC

cybersecurity applications with small block sizes.

Table 4 shows the visual results obtained with the four

tested original HEVC frames and their histograms, the

watermarked HEVC frames and their histograms, and the

block-based correlation coefficients with the DFT embedding

technique and a block size of 4 × 4. From the results pre-

sented in Table 4, it is indicated that the proposed framework

with the DFT embedding technique achieves appreciated

outcomes of imperceptibility and unchanged HEVC frame

histograms.

It is clear from Table 4 that there is a coincidence between

the watermarked and the original HEVC frames for all tested

streams. Moreover, the resulting histograms are identical.

In addition, the proposed framework with DFT embedding

achieves high correlation values for all tested HEVC frames.

All these results demonstrate that the proposed framework

with DFT embedding is a recommended choice for achieving

robust protection and data integrity verification.
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TABLE 4. Simulation results of the protection module, the original HEVC frames and their histograms, the watermarked frames and their histograms, and
the correlation using DFT embedding with a 4 × 4 block size.

B. EVALUATION OF THE VERIFICATION MODULE

WITHOUT ATTACKS

In addition to testing the performance efficiency of the protec-

tion module in the previous section, the verification module

of the proposed self-embedding cybersecurity framework is

evaluated in three scenarios. Firstly, the verification model

is tested with the assumption that the transmission medium

is free from errors, and there are no attacks on the water-

marked HEVC frames. Secondly, the verification model is

tested with attacks. Finally, the verification model is tested in

the presence of the AWGN through the transmission process.

In this section, we discuss the first scenario of no attacks, and

the results are given in Table 5.

As usual, lowerMSE, higher PSNR, and higher correlation

values indicate a better verification process. From the results

presented in Table 5, it is observed that the best results are

obtained with a block size of 4 × 4. In general, the proposed

framework using the DFT embedding is the best recom-

mended choice for achieving a robust verification process

with small block sizes.

To examine the reliability of the proposed HEVC integrity

verification framework, we investigated the results of the four

tested HEVC streams that have different visual properties.

Table 6 shows the visual results of the four tested HEVC

frames and their histograms, HEVC frames after water-

mark extraction and their histograms, and the correlation
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TABLE 5. Quality metrics for watermarked HEVC frames of the verification process using the DFT embedding without attacks.

TABLE 6. Simulation results of the verification module without attacks, original HEVC frames and their histograms, frames after watermark extraction
and their histograms, and correlation values with DFT embedding using a 4 × 4 block size.
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TABLE 7. Quality metrics for the verification process with DFT embedding using a 4 × 4 block size in the presence of different types of attacks.

coefficients in the absence of attacks for DFT embedding

with a 4 × 4 block size. It is clear from Table 6 that in the

case of no modifications or attacks, there is a high visual

similarity between the original HEVC frame and the HEVC

frames after watermark extraction. It is noteworthy that the

majority of block-by-block correlation coefficient values are

close to unity, which confirms the efficiency and robustness

of the proposed integrity verification module.

C. EVALUATION OF THE VERIFICATION MODULE WITH

ATTACKS

The watermark detection sensitivity is considered as a major

aspect related to the integrity verification module evaluation.

It describes the ability of the proposed framework to detect

any small video manipulation even it is visibly undetectable.

To introduce a comprehensive assessment of the proposed

framework performance, the detection sensitivity analysis

is built upon two aspects. The first aspect is the statistical

analysis. The second aspect is the visual detection, which

depends on the visual properties of the output of the veri-

fication module. Most video manipulations with a forensic

nature are intended to be visually undetectable, and the video

receiver cannot visually detect the forensic act that usually

has a severe impact on the video content.

Different statistical analyses are used to study the behav-

ior of the verification module in the presence of different

manipulation attacks. Small-scale video manipulation attacks

are those manipulations that affect a small relative area of

an intended video frame. In most cases, these attacks are

mainly intended to be tampering acts, and usually the tam-

pering cannot be visually detected. In this section, we will

focus on studying the ability of the proposed framework to

detect large-scale video manipulation attacks that affect a

large relative area of an intended video frame. These mod-

ifications may be mainly performed with forgery intent such

as video frame cropping, and other devious geometrical video

processing actions. On the other hand, there may be an unin-

tentional video modifications such as the existence of noise

that affects the transmitted video frames. However, in this

section, we focus on different types of intentional large-scale

attacks such as median filtering, video frame cropping, video

frame intensity change, video frame contrast change, video

frame block intensity change, and block sharpening.

Table 7 presents the results in terms of theMSE, PSNR, and

Cr values for the four tested HEVC streams. Table 8 intro-

duces the visual outcomes of the four tested original HEVC

frames and their histograms, HEVC frames after watermark

extraction and their histograms, and their block-based corre-

lation coefficient values in the presence of different types of

attacks using a 4 × 4 block size.

To have a highly sensitive and robust verification mod-

ule against the introduced tampering and forgery attacks,

we need to obtain the results at the receiver side with high

MSE, low PSNR, and low Cr values. Therefore, from all

presented results in Tables 7 and 8, it is observed that the

proposed framework with DFT embedding demonstrates a

high sensitivity to videomanipulation attacks. In other words,

these results prove the tampering detection capability and

high robustness of the proposed framework based on DFT

embedding in the presence of different modifications and

attacks.

D. EVALUATION OF THE VERIFICATION MODULE WITH

AWGN

The integrity verification module is implemented with an

error-prone AWGN channel as a wireless medium. Here, the

proposed module is examined at different Signal-to-Noise

Ratio (SNR) values to validate its change detection sensitivity.

The received HEVC frames and the HEVC frames after

watermark extraction in the presence of AWGN with SNR =

0, 10, 20, 30, and 40 dB are investigated. Table 9 presents the

results in terms of theMSE, PSNR, and Cr values in the pres-

ence of AWGN with different channel SNRs. Table 10 intro-

duces the visual results of the four tested HEVC frames and

their histograms, HEVC frames after watermark extraction

and their histograms, and the correlation coefficients in the
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TABLE 8. Simulation results of the verification module with DFT embedding using a 4 × 4 block size in the presence of different types of attacks.
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TABLE 8. (Continued.) Simulation results of the verification module with DFT embedding using a 4 × 4 block size in the presence of different types of
attacks.
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TABLE 8. (Continued.) Simulation results of the verification module with DFT embedding using a 4 × 4 block size in the presence of different types of
attacks.
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TABLE 8. (Continued.) Simulation results of the verification module with DFT embedding using a 4 × 4 block size in the presence of different types of
attacks.
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TABLE 8. (Continued.) Simulation results of the verification module with DFT embedding using a 4 × 4 block size in the presence of different types of
attacks.

TABLE 9. Quality metrics for the verification module with DFT embedding using a 4 × 4 block size in the presence of AWGN.

presence of AWGN at different channel SNRs using a 4 × 4

block size.

Tables 9 and 10 show that the manipulated noisy HEVC

frames appear to be visually unchanged, which means that

there is a difficulty in visual extraction of the changed infor-

mation hidden in watermarked noisy frames. The tables also

show that the proposed module has a high sensitivity to

the AWGN channel. Therefore, the suggested verification
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TABLE 10. Simulation results of the verification module with DFT embedding using a 4 × 4 block size in the presence of AWGN.
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TABLE 10. (Continued.) Simulation results of the verification module with DFT embedding using a 4 × 4 block size in the presence of AWGN.
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TABLE 10. (Continued.) Simulation results of the verification module with DFT embedding using a 4 × 4 block size in the presence of AWGN.
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TABLE 10. (Continued.) Simulation results of the verification module with DFT embedding using a 4 × 4 block size in the presence of AWGN.

framework is able to authenticate the HEVC frames. The

correlation values and histogram results ensure the ability to

detect the AWGN effect.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper introduced a high-fidelity HEVC protection and

verification framework. This framework employs a certain

transform technique for inserting internal block-based water-

marks into other blocks of the transmitted HEVC frames.

The DCT, DWT, and DFT embedding techniques have been

examined in the proposed framework. The DFT embedding

technique proves its efficiency to be more applicable accord-

ing to the imperceptibility concept, high protection, secure

verification, and high performance level. Simulation results

proved the possibility of watermark protection and integrity

verification, in addition to achieving high robustness against

multimedia attacks and channel noise. The simulation results

also revealed the high sensitivity of the proposed framework

to different types of video tampering and channel noise,

although the received tampered HEVC frames appear to be

visually unchanged. It has been proved that the proposed

HEVC integrity verification framework may be utilized for

achieving confidential multimedia communication through

unreliable wireless channels and detecting any forensic oper-

ations. In conclusion, the proposed framework applicability

can be extended to guarantee HEVC frame confidence. For

robust communication of HEVC frames, we target incor-

porating steganography and encryption approaches in the

suggested cybersecurity framework to accomplish a better

degree of protection for attaining an acceptable HEVC frame

broadcasting with better integrity verification. Additionally,

we plan to develop and execute HEVC integrity verifica-

tion procedures that encompass deep-learning-based protec-

tion tools.
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